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ABSTRACT 

The daily solar radiation incident at the top of 
the atmosphere of Mars, with and without the effect 
of the oblateness, is calculated as a func tion of 
season and latitude. It is shown that for parts of 
the summer, the daily ins olation of Mars, assumed 
as an oblate planet, is slightly increased. In 
winter, the flattening effect results in a some
what more extensive polar r egion, the solar energy 
input being always reduced (by more than 5% near 
the pales) . It is found that the mean summer daily 
insolation is scarcely increased between the equator 
and the subsolar point, but decreased poleward of 
the above mentioned limit. In winter, however, the 
mean daily insolation is always reduced, the maximum 
loss of insolation atta i ning approximately 2% in 
the 60-80° latitude interval. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

In studies involving solar radiation problems, the 
instantaneous insolation, defined as the solar heat 
flux sensed at a given time by a horizontal unit 
area of the upper boundary of the atmosphere at a 
given point on the planet and per unit time, con
stitutes a very important input data.Thi s amount of 
solar energy and its variability with latitude and 
time is mainly governed by two factors : on one 
hand, the solar flux as a function of the orbital 
distance and, on the other hand, the cosine of the 
zenith angle of the inciden t solar radiation. 

Considering mor e particularly the latter para
meter, it should be pointed out that for a planet 
assumed to be spherical, the zenith distance may 
be expressed as a simple function of latitude, 
solar declination and local hour angle of the 
Sun, the radius vector coinciding with the normal 
to the horizon plane. For an oblate, however, 
there is an angle (vanishing at the equator 
and the pales) between the two directions men
tioned above. This so-called angle of the verti 
cal is dependent upon the flattening. 

Although the oblateness effect on the solar 
radiation incident at the top of the outer planets 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune (Ref. !) and 
of the Earth (Ref. 2) has been treated recently 
in detail, it should be emphasized that the 
effect of the flattening on the upper-boundary 
insolation of Mars, the outer planet having the 
smallest flattening, has never been studied. Thi s 
paper, therefore, analyzes this effect. 

Our results are presented in the form of a con
tour map, illustrating the latitudinal and 
seasonal variation of the ratio of the daily 
insolation with and without the influence of the 
oblateness, and in a diagram giving the l ati tu
'dinal variation of the numerical difference 
of bath insolations corresponding to th e 
southern and northern winter hemisphere 
respectively. For the sake of completeness we 
have included a figur e showing the percentage 
difference of the mean (summer, winter and 
annual) daily insolations as a function of la
titude. 

2. DAILY INSOLATION WITH AND WITHOUT THE OBLATENESS 
EFFECT 

In this section we only briefly will mention the 
major expressions needed for the computation of 
the daily insolation with and without the 
obl a teness effect. For more deta ils see e.g. Refs. 
1-8. 

The instantaneous insola tion I at the upper
boundary of a planet can be expressed as 

I s cos z 

with s S /r
2 

0 S 

and r 
s 

a ( 1 - e 2) / ( 1 +e 
s 

cos W) 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where z is the zenith angle of the incident solar 
radiation, Sis the solar flux at an heliocen tri c 
distance rs and S

0 
is the solar constant at the_

2 mean Sun-Earth distance of IAU taken at 1353 Wm 
or 1 .94 cal cm-2 (min)-1 (Ref. 9). Furthermore, in 
Eq. _3, ~s' e ~nd W ar e respectively the planet's 
sem1-maJor axis, the eccentricity and the true 
anomaly which is given by 
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w = À - À 
s p 

(4) 

where À and À are the planetocentric longitude 
of the Sun andpthe planetocentric longitude of 
the planet's perihelion. The numerical values of 
the parameters used for the calculations are 
listed in Table 1. In this table one can find 
also the obliquity E, the equatorial radius ae, 
the polar radius ap, the flattening f = (ae-a )/a 
and the sidereal period of axial rotation T p e 
(sidereal day). Note that the elements of the 
planetary orbit and the dimensions of Mars are 
taken from Refs. 5 and 10. 

Table 1. 

cos Z = cos v cos z + sin v(- tan-• cos z + 

sin 6 sec - ') (1 O) s 

The daily insolation of an oblate planet IDO can 
now be found by integrating Eq. 1 within the 
appropriate time limits, where cos z has to be 
replaced by Eq. 10 yielding 

Elements of the planetary orbit and dimensions of Mars 

a e À a s p e 

(AU) (o) (0) (km) 

1. 524 0.09339 248 25.20 3397.0 

For a spherical planet, z may be expressed as 

cos z =sin-• sin 6s +cos-• cos 6s cos h (5) 

where - ' is the geocentric latitude (which equals 
the geographic latitude_), 6 is the solar de
clination and h is the local tour angle of the Sun. 
Furthermore, the solar declination can be calculated 
using the following expression 

sin 6 = sin E sin À 
s s 

(6) 

The daily insolation ID can now be obtained by 
integrating Eq. 1 over daytime assumed to be 
equal to the time that elapses between rising and 
setting of the Sun and is given by 

ID= (ST/rr) (h
0 

sin- • sin 6s + sin h
0 

cos-• cos 6
5

) 

(7) 

where h
0 

is the sunset (or sunrise) hour angle and 
may be determined from Eq. 5 by the condition 
that at sunset (or sunrise) cos z = O. Hence 

if 
h 

0 
arc cos (- tan 6

5 
tan-•) (8) 

J - ' J < rc / 2 - J 6 s 1 

In regions where the Sun does not rise (-' < - rr/2 
+ 6 or-•> rr/2 + 6 ) we hav e h = O; in regions 
whe~e the Sun r emain~ above the gorizon all day 
(-' > rr/2 - 6s or-•< - n/2 - 6s) we may put h

0 
rc . 

In the case of an oblate planet there is an angle 
v = ---•, the so-called ang l e of the vertical, 
between the radius vector and the normal to the 
horizon plane; it vanishes at the equator and the 
pales while elsewhere - > -• numerically. The angle 
vis dependent upon the geocentric latitutude - • 
and the flattening f by the relationship 

v = arctan [(l-f)
2 

tan~•] - -• (9) 

Denoting the zenith distance for an oblate planet 
by Z, the following relation can easily be 
obtained by applying the formulae of spherical tri
gonometry 

a f T 
p 

(km) (Earth days) 

3379.5 0,00515 1. 02 

I 00 = (ST/1T) {cos v(h
00 

sin-• sin os+ 

sin h00 cos -• cos 6s) + sin v [- tan -• 

(h
00 

sin-• sin ês + sin h
00 

cos-• cos 6 ) 
s 

+h sin6 sec-•]} ( 1 1) 
00 S 

where h , the local hour angle at sunset (or sun
rise) f8~ an oblate planet, is generally slightly 
different from h . As for a spherical planet, h 
may be derived f~om Eq. 10 by putting cos Z = 0~

0 

After some rearrangements, and as expected, the 
expression for h

0 
in terms of 6 and - is found 

to be similar to 2q. 8. s 

Taking into account Eqs. 7 and 11, the ratio 
ID

0
/I0 at the top of Mars can now easily be de

termined as a function of geocentric latitude-• 
and solar longitude 6s. 

The mean (surnmer, winter and annual) daily in
S!?.lations, hereafter denoted a~ (i0)S,_(Ï0)W and 
(~)A (spherical planet) and (IDO)S' (IDOJW and 
(I

00
JA (oblate planet) respectively, may be found 

by incegrating numerically Eqs. 7 and 11 within 
the appropriate time limits, yielding the total 
insolation over a season or a year and by dividing 
the obtained result by the corresponding length 
of the season TS = 381 .3 (surnmer) and TW = 305.6 
(winter) Earth days or by the sidereal period of 
revolution or tropical year (T

0 
= 686.9 Earth 

days). 

Note that (ÏD)A and (Î 0 )A can a.!_so dir~ctly be 
CE_mputed !_rom the know~edge of (I )S, (I0) and 
(ID

0
)

5
, (I

00
>w· Indeed, taking in~o accounÎ the 

numeric~l valu7s of TS/T
0 

and TW/T
0

, the aver~ge 
yearly insolations can, in a very good approxima
tion, be written under the following general forrn 

and 
(ÎD)A = 0.56 (ÎD)S + 0.44 (ÎD)W ( 12) 

(î00)A = 0.56(î00) 5 + 0.44(ÎDo>w (13) 
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3. DISCUSSION OF THE RATIO DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
DAILY INSOLATIONS 

In two previous works, dealing with the oblateness 
effect on the solar radiation incident at the top 
of the atmospheres of the outer planets Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune (Ref. 1) and of the 
Earth (Ref. 2), we studied qualitatively some 
characteristic features of the ratio distribution 
I

0
g/1n in the northern hemisphere both for summer 

(0 < À < 180°) and winter ( 180° < À < 360°) 
period. 5 It should, however, be emphasrzed that the 
results presented are also valid for the southern 
hemisphere and that they are evidently applicable 
to Mars. The following are the major conclusions 
that were reached : 
(1) In summer and in the region of permanent sun
light (h = h = rt) the isocontours ID /I parallel 
the line~0of c8nstant geocentric latitu~e f• and 
the daily solar radiation I 

O
is greater than I . 

The maximum value of the ra~10 I
00

/I can be D 
expressed by the following r e lat1onsRip 

(I00/ID)max = sin { arc 

co tan€: J}/cos €: 

2 tan [ ( 1-f) x 

( 14) 

(2) In summer and in the region limited by the 
seasonal march of the Sun, the solar radiation of 
an oblate planet (IDO) is increased with respect 
to the insolation ot a spherical one (ID). 

(3) For latitudes between the subsolar point and 
the region where the Sun remains above the horizon 
all day, the ratio cos Z/cos z is decreasing (with 
cos Z < cos z), whereas h /h is increasing (with 
h > h ). Whether or not 0~he0 regions mentioned in 
(?~ and0

(2) are linked depends on the r e lative 
effect of those two ratios, both being function of 
f and €: , and can only be evaluated by computa
tion of the expression ID

0
/ID. 

(4) In winter, the effect of the flattening 
results in a more extensive polar region, the 
insolation is always reduced (I < I) and the 
curves of constant ratio ID /I D~ough2y parallel 
the boundary of the polar nÎgh~ except i n the 
neighborhood of the equinoxes. 

Application of Eq s. 7 and 11 l eads to the iso
contour map i llustrated in Figure 1, where values 
of constant ratio distribution I /I are given 
on each curve. Solar declination°?10Ser part) 
and the region where the Sun does not set 
(upper part) are indicated by the dashed lines. 
The area of permanent darknes s is s haded and 
the region of enhanced s olar radiation (I > I ) 
i s dotted. DO D 

From Figure I it can be seen that in the r egion 
of permanent sunlight the incoming solar radia
tion (I00) is increased when compared t o ~o· 
Furthermor e , it follows from Eq. 14 that 1n the 
reg ion considered (IDO/I) = 1.0019 (~0.2%). 
This ex tremely small gaiR ~fxinsolation is par
ti cularly due to the even small value of the 
flattening . For comparaison, it is ins tructive 
to note that (ID0/I )ma is equal to 1.0010, 
1.0003, 1.037, 1 . 12R an~ 1.010 for the Earth, 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune res pect ive
ly. The effect of paralle lism between the 
isocontours I / l and the lines of cons tant 
geocentric la~ÎtuHe ~• is not illustrated in 

'° 00 120 160 200 240 "° 
,.., 

SOLAR LONGITUDE (dt-grNS) 

Figure 1. Seasonal and latitudinal variation of 
the ratio I 00/ID of the daily insolation 
with (I0o) and without the oblateness 
effect at the top of the atmosphere of 
Mars. Solar declination (lower part) and 
the r egion where the Sun does not set 
(upper part) are indicated by the dashed 
lines. The area of permanent darkness 
is shaded, whereas the region of en
hanced solar radiation (IDO > ID) is 
dotted. Values of constant ratio distri
bution I 00 /ID are given on each curve. 

Figure 1. The reason for this non-representa
tion lies in the fact that the numer i cal va
lue of I 00 /ID is negligible small (1.0012 
and 1.0003 at ~• = 70 and 80° respectively . 

It can mathematically be proved that, in summer, 
in the region bounded by the equator and the 
solar declination curve, both the length of the day 
and the cosine of the zenith distance a re en
hanced by the effect of the flatt ening. Hence, it 
follows tha t in this particular region, the solar 
energy input at the top of the atmosphere of Mars, 
assumed as an oblate, is increased wi th r espec t 
to the insolation of a spheri cal planet. 

Figure I also r eveals that the t wo zones where 
IDO > ID are linked by two curves coinciding 
remarkably we ll with the two branches of an 
hyperbola. Outside the region of increased solar 
radiation t he loss of inso lation depends upon 
the solar l ongitude. For example, if, a t ~• = 45° , 
À increase s fr om O to approximat e ly 50°, the 
ritio r00 /ID increases from 0.995 ( ~0.5 %) to 
about 0.999 (~0.1%). For the sake of c learnes s 
it ha s t o be pointed out that, in summer, the 
increase or decreas e in solar energy is signi
ficantly small. 

~s for all plane ts (Ref. 1-2) the pol ar r egion 
1s extended. It should, however, be emphasized 
that the Ar tic ci rc les I = 0 and I = O 

· 11 · · DO . D pract1ca y co1nc1de , the maximum ditf erence 
a ttain i ng scarcely 0~23 a t a solar longitud e 
of 270°. This value is highe r than the one for 
the Earth (0~14) but is cons iderably l ower than 
those for the other p l ane ts var ying from about 
0.4 (Jupiter) to ap proxirnately 5° (Saturn). It is 
clear that thi s finding is ascribed t o the 
extremely small flattening. 
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Figure 1 shows that in winter, as stated earlier, 
the insolation IDo is always reduced when com
pared to ID. The incoming solar energy slowly de
creases in passing from equator latitudes to mid
latitudes; it is found that at winter solstice 
and if 1' increases from 10 to about 55° the ratio 
ID0/ID decreases from 0.999 (:::'. 0.1%) to approximate
ly 0.950 (~5%). At higher latitudes, particularly 
near the region where the Sun does not rise, 
ID0 /ID drops very rapidly to zero. Although the loss 
oî insolation is not very striking it follows 
from Figure 1 that for parts of the winter the in
cident solar radiation is decreased by more than 
5% through the flattening. 

Another point about the curves is that they 
roughly parallel the limit of the polar night exept, 
of course, in the vicinity of the equinoxes. Final
ly, it is also suitable to remark that in summer, 
respectively in winter, the curves of constant 
ratio ID0/ID are perfectly symmetric with respect 
to the summer and winter solstices. 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE NUMERICAL DIFFERENCE DISTRI
BUTION OF THE DAILY INSOLATIONS 

In Figure 2 we have plotted the numerical 
difference [ in cal cm-2 (day)-l] of the daily so
lar radiation, without (ID) and with (I

00
) the 

oblateness effect, as a function of latitude 
corresponding to the southern and northern winter 
hemisphere respectively. 
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Figure 2. Latitudinal variation of the numerical 
difference (ID - ID0 ) of the daily in
solations corresponding to the southern 
(left) and northern (right) winter hemi
sphere. The areas of permanent darkness 
are shaded. Values of constant numerical 
difference distribution, in cal cm-2 
(day)-1, are given on each curve. 

Although the isocontours representing the ratio 
distribution of bath insolations (ID0 /ID) are 
perfectly identical in bath hemispheres, it 
follows from the north-south seasonal asymmetry in 
the daily solar insolation produced by the eccen
tricity of the orbit that the absolute loss of 
solar radiation as a function of latitude and 
solar longitude is different in bath hemispheres. 
Figure 2 clearly indicates that the decrease of 
solar energy in the northern winter hemisphere 
is obviously higher than in the southern one_

2 reaching a maximum value as muchas 2 cal cm 

(day)-l at midlatitudes; in the southern hemi
sphere the maximum loss of insolation is 

-2 -1 
about 1.5 cal cm (day) . 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN DAILY INSOLATIONS 

In Figure 3 the influence of the flattening is 
plotted in terms of the percentage difference 
lOO(IDO - ID)/ID as a function of geocentric 
latitude. As in section 2, the bars over symbols 
signify seasonal or annual averages. 
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Figure 3. Latitudinal variation of the percentage 
difference [lOO(IDo - ID)/ID)] of the 
mean (summer, winter and annual) daily 
insolations. The bars over symbols 
signify seasonal and annual averages. 

Concerning more particularly the mean summertime 
insolation, the influence of the flattening, 
although very small, is obviously evident from 
Figure 3. Indeed, in the latitude interval (50-60°) 
it can be seen that about 0.2% of the mean summer
time insolation is lost through the oblateness 
effect. Outside this interval, the effect is 
of decreasing significance. Another interesting 
phenomenon is that for latitudes between the 
equator and the subsolar point, the main daily 
summer insolation of Mars, assumed as an oblate 
planet, is increased (Refs. 1-2 and 6). How
ever, owing to the small flattening, the rise 
of insolation is practically negligible, 
reaching only a maximum value of about 0.05% 
at a latitude of approximately 10°. 

During the winter season, as stated previous
ly, the daily insolation IDO is al~ays reduced 
wi_th respect to I ; consequently (IDO)W < 
(IDJW at any lati~ude. Figure 3 illustrates 
that in winter the loss of insolation is of 
most importance between 45 and 85° where a 
percentage difference as muchas 1% has been 
found wi th a maximum value near 2% in the 
60-80° latitude interval. 
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The partial gain of the mean summertime in
solation equatorward of the subsolar point 
being considerably lower than the corresponding 
loss of insolation in winter evidently results 
in a mean annual daily insolation which is 
reduced over the entire latitude interval as 
shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the 
daily insolation averaged over a one year 
cycle is decreased by about 0.5 % at mid
latitudes. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the present paper, we have investigated the 
influence of the flattening on the solar energy 
input at the top of the atmosphere of Mars. As a 
result of this study we can drawn the general 
conclusion that the effect of the oblateness 
causes non-negligible, although relatively 
small, variations in bath the planetary-wide 
distribution and the intensity of the daily 
solar radiation. 

For parts of the summer, the daily insolation of 
Mars, assumed as an oblate planet, i s slightly 
increased. The maximum increase of the i ncoming 
solar radiation, occuring at a geocentric la
titude of about 65° near summer solsti ce is 
approximately equal to 0.2%. Outside the 
dotted zone of Figure 1, the direct solar radia
tion IDO 1s decreased when compared to ID. For 
example, in the neighborhood of the equinoxes 
the loss of insolation ranges from O. 1 to 0.5% 
(except at equator latitudes), whereas elsewhere 
the oblateness effect is either unimportant. 

In winter, the influence of the fl a ttening cau ses 
the polar region to enlarge over an extremely 
small di s tance of about 15 km at winter sol
stice. The insolation is always reduced, the 
rate of decrease depending to a large extent 
on the geocentric latitude. For comparison, at 
À = 270°, the loss of solar energy amounts to 
agout 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0% 
respectively at latitudes of approximately 
5, 20, 30, 45, 50 and 55°. Moreover, in the 
relatively small area limited by the iso-
contour ID /1 = 0.950 and the region of 
permanent 9ar~ness the e ff ec t of the flattening 
plays a more significant rol e and the de-
crease of incident solar r adia tion is 
correspondingly greater. Furthermore, i t is 
particularly evident from Figure I that the 
curves of constant ratio ID /ID roughly 
parallel the Arctic Circle gounding the polar 
region in which there are days without sun-
rise. 

Finally, we also have studied the latitudinal 
variation of the percentage difference of the 
mean daily insolations. It is found that for la
titudes equatorward of the subsolar point, the 
mean summer daily insolation of an oblate Mars 
is increas ed when compared to a spherical one, 
the maximum rise being extremely small ('.::'.0.05%). 
At higher latitudes, there is a loss of insola
tion which is of most importance at mid-latitu
de regions (:::.0.2%). 

In winter, the horizon plane is always tilted 
away from the Sun causing both the cosine of the 
zenith angle and the length of the day to be 
reduced. Consequently, the daily insolation as 
well as the mean daily insolation are 
reduced, the latter decreasing maximally by 
about 2% at high latitudes. 

Despite of the partial gain of the mean summer
time insolation near the equator, the effect 
of the flattening can clearly be seen tore
duce the mean daily insolation over the entire 
year. 

In conclusion, we believe that the effect of 
the oblateness, although very small excep t 
in the vicinity of the polar night, has to 
be taken into account in studies related 
to theoretical models for the calculation of 
solar global insolation on Mars. 
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